
The New Heaven/New Earth The Universal True(th)* as told by Timetrious Todd Golden 1.000000001.0(-

100).1.000000001.0 1.00000001.0(100+).1.00000001.0 The First Chapter of the Last Chapter Preface: 

The New Heaven/New Earth is a physical/psycho/spiritual reality. This means that it is a tangible, 

mental, dimensional LIFE. These realities written about in the Bible and other Religious texts need to 

have a place to come together instead of being a bunch of hopeful places (pipedreams) in your mind. 

The purpose of me creating the “The Heaven/New Earth - The Universal True(th)” is to prepare your 

mind for a WHOLE new Reality. An Absolute Reality based in Absolute True(th). In order to do this we 

must take something very simple and see a larger context. For example, if you/me/I were to tell a Lie, it 

has consequences that are less than desirable for I/me/you. However, if I/me/you were to tell the Truth 

it has consequences that are more favorable for you/me/Eye. Aye used to wonder why it is easier to do 

something wrong yet seemed to take a conscience effort to do something right. After some time it 

became obvious that things normally thought of as “Satanic” are actually…normal. Most people are of 

the idea that something “Satanic” is an inverted act away from “God”, such as wearing an Upside Down 

Cross in Church would be frowned upon. On the other end of the spectrum, couldn’t a simple thought in 

your mind of “I would love to get back at that person for what they did to me” be another example of 

negative energy? The point is that when balance is not in proportion, the compounding of energy 

positive or negative will cause a person to act accordingly. Hence, the word “Satanic” is a personality 

description of something that is simply Negative Energy. With that in Mind, The Universal Mind being a 

mental creation, if I/Eye/Aye were to tell the Absolute True(th) the consequences would have a “Holy 

Spirit” (WHOLE)ly Spirit, impact on the World/Universal Stage. A common phrase amongst the religious 

community is to strive to “Be like Jesus” along with praying to “God” to be forgiven of sins as though 

they are just meant to be born, get a mortgage and die trying to be “Perfect”. Now, just thinking about 

these statements along with concepts of Jesus and God being “Perfect” and “Omnipresent” while 

people are generally taught to believe that they are sinners - What kind of sense does it make for 

religious figures to tell you to be like Jesus and God (“Let us make man in our image”) if you are born 

sinners (incapable of ever reaching the goal)? The FACT is that perfection and imperfection lies within 

placing judgment on an image or outcome of a situation. In REALITY, all is perfect AS IT IS IN EXISTENCE. 

Below are the 10 Commandments from the The New World Translation of the Holy Scriptures. Using a 

commonly known phrase “Keep It Simple Stupid”, these commandments are inborn in each and every 

human being, making these Universal Truths. These are actionable ways each of us, regardless of your 

choice of “Branded” spirituality, can live The New Heaven/New Earth in Absolute Reality. Presented as: 

Each of the 10 Commandments Example A: How life may be lived in a limited reality (The Frustrating 3rd 

Dimension) TII: Truth In Information (As close to an Absolute Truth as possible) Example B: How life is 

lived in a beautiful Unlimited Reality Holy Spirit Connection Processes(2) 1.Seek Truth With Purpose 

Subjective Objective Respective With Respect, Respect, Respect - Respect is Mandatory 2.Proper 

Preparation Prevents Poor Performance The 10 Commandments “New Word Translation of the Holy 

Scriptures” 1.Worship only Jehovah God - Exodus 20:3 2.Do not practice Idolatry - Exodus 20: 4-6 3.Do 

not take God’s name in vain - Exodus 20:7 4.Keep the Sabbath - Exodus 20:8-11 5.Honor your Parents - 

Exodus 20:12 6.Do not murder - Exodus 20:13 7.Do no commit Adultery - Exodus 20:14 8.Do not steal - 

Exodus 20:15 9.Do not testify falsely - Exodus 20:16 10. Do not covet - Exodus 20:17 The 10 

Commandments with: Example A (Before) Example B (After) along with Truth In Information (TII). (11-

20) 1. Worship only Jehovah God - Exodus 20:3 Example A: In this perspective, I must kneel to an 

invisible “person” or Deity. TII: Everyone has God in them. “...Made in our Image”. This is because 

Jehovah is a Thought Process. Example B: Everyone you see deserves “The Golden Rule”. 1. Do not 



practice Idolatry - Exodus 20: 4-6 Example A: Do not worship a physical image/item with the expectation 

of receiving grace/good favor from an object. TII: Relieve the Limited Illusion of being trapped in a box 

(the object) into Spirit (clear/prayer). Example B: It only takes a Thought to change any situation into 

what benefits everyone's 1. Do not God’s name in Vain - Exodus 20:7 Example A: Use of the name 

Jehovah is only myself. Out of Respect. TII: (SEE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT & CREDENTIALS) Example B: In 

the Physical World, “opposites attract” as a general rule, in the spiritual world “like attracts like” is a 

Literal Rule. 1. Keep the Sabbath - Exodus 20:8-11 Example A: The reason you feel like putting on false 

attitudes and personalities is because you “Think” you have to be “Perfect” in front of others. TII: Get rid 

of that “Guilt” by exercising Truth In Your Relationships. This is done most effectively be getting rid of 

your Ego*. Example B: When you connect to your 24/7 Holy Spirit it acts as in your Best Benefit by 

creating situations that are Perfect/ Magical. 1. Honor your Parents - Exodus 20:12 Example A: Some 

may have been born with a “Mother and Father” with an attitude of “Yea, that’s normal, right?” TII: The 

Key here is to recognize RELATIONSHIPS. Everyone has a relationship(s). Whether of not if they are 

respectable relationships depends on their respective Points of View. Example B: Whether or not you 

have a Master/Slave relationship or a Mentor/Mentee relationship, Respect It or get out of it. 1.Do not 

Murder - Exodus 20:13 Example A: A situation, born out of anger/rage or even a pity/”blessed” 

arrangement, causes intentional loss of life by your hands. TII: “God” (Being the Energy Itself, Creation, 

Life) is Everywhere, In All. Example B: Even though someone “Dies/Passes Away” - Life Begats Life Begats 

Life Begats Life. 1.Do not commit Adultery - Exodus 20:14 Example A: It’s Ok to hold things inside and 

not tell the Whole Truth. “What they don’t know won’t hurt em’...” TII: Your thoughts are not your own. 

Your thoughts become “Things”. It only seems like they don’t become things because they are invisible 

to your Eyes. They exist as “Thought Things/Beings” in higher vibrational dimensions. This limited 3rd 

Dimension is a dense, seemingly “all there is” type of reality. Example B: It is not Ok to believe that what 

you “Think” you are holding in is being kept from someone else. Those Thoughts WILL reconcile, “Close 

the Loop” and in the Higher Vibrational Spirit World, like attracts like. 1.Do not Steal - Exodus :20:15 

Example A: “Someone stole my stuff!! - WTF!!” TII: There are no vacuums in Space. The Energy of 

stealing something is put into the “Universe” and HAS to Reconcile. It WILL Reconcile, no matter what 

you Think. The Truth Stands On Its Own. Example B:”I got my stuff back! Plus more! I can’t believe this 

Thank you Universe!” (Guess where that stuff plus more came from) 1.Do not falsely Testify - Exodus 

20:15 Example A: “I know the truth but I have to/want to Lie because of situations that I am involved in” 

TII: Here is a situation where your Choice has much to do with everything. Your intentions are crucial 

here because the Cause may outweigh the Consequences. This means that when Energy is Reconciling, 

you may be a Beneficiary on the Good side. Only you know what your intentions are…(See above 

examples) Example B: “I am prepared to deal with a loss because of my intentions to Lie because I 

KNOW my Intentions are in the Proper Respective” 1. Do not Covet - Exodus 20:17 Example A: Working 

for selfish gain (Enforced Quotas,By Any Means Necessary Revenue Targets/Shareholders) exposes a 

spirit of “I want what someone else does not have”, creating a Zero/Sum Game. Greed. TII: While 

working hard is not a “Bad” thing, you must stay in the proper perspective. If your motives are good, but 

your environment is not, change your environment. Example B: Working hard distributing your inborn 

Talents/Trades/Academic Credentials in an equal exchange of Value is what creates new Life. 

Definitions: (Communications from Jehovah - I am the Holy Spirit) Point of View: Two perspectives of 

consciousness that agree on a Spirit (Thought) Level Transgressions: What used to be thought of as 

“Sins”, now Known as Negative Energy Reconciling: The movement of thought and situational energy to 

reach another POV Holy Spirit: The Spirit that has been waiting to connect with each Man/Woman to 



make themselves and their lives WHOLE. (e.i. Spirit/Man, Spirit/Woman) Situations: The full sum of an 

interaction between Points of Views My Spiritual Credentials/Physic Records: Original Being - Existence 

Imperial Being Alpha Omega Jehovah Timetrious Todd Golden Acknowledgements The New World 

Translation of the Holy Scriptures Brand One Clothing People in the KC/Lawrence/Lenexa Communities 

Ego Identity Crisis (Book) Anatomy of the Spirit (Book) NeoTech (Book) Lawrence Community Shelter 

The Lawrence KS Library Hope/Faith Shelter Kansas City MO Acknowledgements cont… The Lenexa KS 

Police Department The Plaza Branch KCMO Library Westport Presbyterian Church *The Absolute Reality 

is the FACT that The New Heaven/New Earth (Revelations 21:1) 

The New World Translation of the Holy Scriptures) is Arrived. Unconditional. Love. Life. Life Begats Life 

Begats Life Begats Life Announced Kansas City, MO June 2022/Initial War in Heaven Olathe, KS January 

2023 I, Timetrious Todd Golden, am Jehovah. I love My Family and My Family of Jehovah’s Witnesses - A 

Universal True(th) Timetrious Todd Golden Copyright 2023 (c) Timetrious Todd Golden All rights 

reserved. Published in the United States by Q-Rev https://qrev1automations.godaddysites.com 

Illustrations Coming Soon ZCHRLHSRRLHJR 

 

 

 

The 90 Degree of True(th) In sticking with the subject matter TRUTH...there needs to be an 

understanding of what is True and what is a lie. An example that is very easy to understand is a 

description of Jesus being portrayed as a Carpenter. Carpenters usually use “T Square” or if it is easier 

you could think of drawing a 90 Degree Angle with a “Ruler”. This tool has usually a “Perfect” 90 Degree 

Angle within it. Now using this example, if that 90 Degree Angle is used to build a House, then you would 

KNOW that it will stand longer than say if the House was built using an angle of 75 Degrees. You would 

INSTANTLY see the huge mistake in construction. However, if that same House was built on a 90.23 

Degree Angle, it would still “look” great! Right? But you know that OVER TIME that it would be bound to 

fall, if not tilt, in that direction because it is not a TRUE 90 Degree Angle. This is a description of an 

Absolute Truth. On the other hand, is the House built on a 90.23 Degree Angle a Lie because it is not a 

True 90 Degrees? No. There is a variable called INTENT that would constitute it being a Lie or Honest 

Mistake. Now, by the same token, the house built on a 75 Degree Angle would be an OBVIOUS error, 

this would show an INTENT to be fraudulent, deceiving etc... 90.23 Degrees and 75 Degrees are 

important to understand because of the INTENT. 90.23 Degrees could easily be shown as an Honest 

Mistake due to the tools being used etc However 75 Degrees shows an obvious INTENT to 

Lie/Deceive,so in this case, if someone told you they built a “Perfect Home” for you… That would be a 

description of an Absolute Lie. In both cases The “90 Degrees” is the RULE of True(th). The 90 Degrees 

applies or CORRESPONDS to many, many other areas of Life and Life Itself. Use your creative faculties 

and explore, find other areas where there are True(th) in Lies. You will find that Everlasting Life isn’t 

quite enough time to see all of the Beauty that is/has been RIGHT IN FRONT OF OUR FACE.  

 

 


